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Frame by Moebe
The Frame by Moebe collection is expanding. Four new colours 
carefully selected. Each with its own personality, mood, and expression. 
Pale Rose, Light Grey, Petrol Blue, and Deep Red are the four new 
colours that Moebe is introducing the iconic transparent frame in. 

The Pale Rose and Light Grey are soft and natural tones. Whereas, 
the Petrol Blue and Deep Red are more grounded and have a distinct 
character. Either way, all four colours add a playful and vibrant touch 
to any room or frame wall.

“Our color-universe has always been very subtle and based on natural 
materials. With our new colours we want to expand this part of the Moebe 
universe. Colours are a very emotional and personal thing to us - so there 
is really no reason not to add this dimension to our designs also”.

About Frame by Moebe
Frame by Moebe is a reinterpretation of the originial picture-frame. 
It consists of two pieces of acrylic glass, four lists made of either 
untreated oak or aluminum and a rubber band. The rubber band both 
holds the frame together and serves for hanging the frame on your 
wall. By keeping the construction to the outer edge the glass is held 
free and fully transparent. This allows the motif to hover against the 
underlying background, giving new possibilities to how and what can 
be framed. 

About Moebe 
Moebe is a Scandinavian design brand based in Copenhagen. The 
design company was founded in 2014, with a goal to create simple 
and beautiful designs with thoroughly thought out constructions 
that surprise in their banality. Moebe’s designs are therefore often 
constructed based on solutions that in an architectonic way bring 
together more than one element and material without gluing, welding 
or any other hidden solutions. This way of constructing requires great 
precision and focus on details.  A Moebe-design can therefore always 
be recognized on its minimalistic and clean aesthetic expression and 
on the surprisingly simple construction.

Moebe was founded by cabinetmaker Anders Thams and architects 
Nicholas Oldroyd and Martin D. Christensen, who are behind all of the 
brand’s designs. This ensures a coherent mode of expression from 
idea over production to packaging and the finished design. 

Give new life to your walls with Moebes 
new Frame colour collection

Size
A5, A4, A3
Colours
Deep Red, matching rubber band
Petrol Blue, matching rubber band
Light Grey, matching rubber band
Pale Rose, matching rubber band
Materials
Powder coated aluminium
Acrylic glass
Rubber band
Price
A5 – 26.95 EUR
A4 – 39.95 EUR
A3 – 54.95 EUR
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